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Bailey White,
right,
with Mama
Greetings booklovers! I hope you do
not mind me using the designation
booklovers to refer to the reading teachers of the Midwest. My other semantic
choices were tempting precisely because
they are words which are being heard
less and less often, especially in favorable contexts. I could have referred to
you as bookish ... but someone might
have incorrectly inferred that I was criticizing you for being too scholarly or so
caught up in abstractions that you have
little everyday sense. I could have said
that you are booky, but then I would
have run the risk of confusing any gambler looking for a bookie. Losing booky
probably also means letting go of bookier and bookiest:

appeal to secondary students any more
than bookworm does. To my dismay, I
find that many students seem less offended if they are called bookless or bibliophobes than when dubbed by one of
the above terms. Some like to be called
bibliomaniacs, but the appeal comes
from the word's root more than from the
prefix. After consideration of the above
options plus a few others, I feel that calling ourselves booklovers provides the
greatest semantic advantage for passing
on affection for books. Of course, only
those teachers who actually read books
they like with students, will have a lasting affect on students, no matter what
appellation we apply to ourselves.
With the types of books you can read
at school in mind, I now turn the focus
to a first grade teacher-writer who is
even bookier than most of us
booklovers. Her name is familiar to listeners of "All Things Considered," which
is heard on National Public Radio in late
afternoon, where she has been a frequent commentator. Bailey White is a
treasured colleague largely because she
has dedicated time in her life for reading

"Who is your hookiest student this
year?"
"Susie is far boo kier than Calvin."
Maybe our classrooms are better off
without such sentences, but I will
indulge my semantic fancy by publicly
using these words a few last times in this
review.
I realize that none of these terms
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and writing and science and people. She
composes with a style that is both
Southern and original, that is both intellectual and down home. Her humor is an
extreme relief when placed along side of
the atrocities and scandals that are
reported on the contemporary news program.
Ms. White's writings do not depend
upon ajoumalistic backdrop, however,
to delight people; her first published collection of radio commentaries, Mama
Makes Up Her Mind: And Other
Dangers of Southern Living (AddisonWesley Publishing Co.), creates its own
world. I made the mistake of showing a
house guest the book and was utterly
ignored the rest of the weekend while
my guest devoured the book as if it were
a perishable form of chocolate. It is not
surprising that the book made the New
York Times Best Sellers List in 1993.
A large part of Ms. White's world is
her teaching. She describes her pen pal
fiasco, her culturally revealing field
trips, and the big white oak snake she
took to school: "It's almost impossible to
find a snake in a literature-based elementary classroom (p. 215)." I admired
the way she consistently and honestly
reflected upon her teaching, for example
upon the damaging effects of reading the
story of Joan of Arc, even though her
students loved the militaristic language.
In sharing the history of her successful
struggle to teach students to read (see
"Maritime Disasters" which follows this
review), Ms. White worries about
exploiting historical figures. Even in her
successes, she recognizes that unexpected dangers, to use her term, accompany
most educational actions.
Reading is the aspect of White's world
that bibliomaniacs will find irresistible
despite its dangers. For example,
wouldn't knowing that alligators can be
charmed by great literature help justify
your bookloving ways? And wouldn't
you feel less of an oddball to know
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about Ms. White's recurrent 200 mile
trips to an obscure bookstore that carries no-longer-if-ever popular volumes
such as Some Chinese Ghosts by
Lafcadio Heam?
Ms. White's book is practical and
instructional. It taught me how to apply
my teacher skills to buying a used car. It
proves teachers can guarantee pupils'
attention to key points if only they will,
like Van Gogh, sacrifice an ear. It also
showed me that a person can refrain
from bitterness even when her frustrated father drives out of her life. Of
course, if one has a mama like Ms.
White's, a father may be nearly superfluous. After experiencing only a handful of
the 55 episodes, I found Mama to be as
unforgettable as my favorite teacher.
Because the vignettes are brief, cleancut and humorous, Mama Makes Up Her
Mind is perfect for reading silently or
aloud at school. I look forward to Ms.
White's next book which reportedly can
be expected this year. (I know the hookier teachers out there are highlighting
these points.) I suggest that we all pay tribute to Ms. White by considering her
style as a model for our own writing
about life as teachers and about our
experiences with our beloved books.
Turning to our own hooky habits, I
invite all readers to send a description of
how your school or class has celebrated
March is Reading Month either recently or in years gone by. Brief descriptions
of a paragraph to a page in length are
requested in order to inspire each other
regarding next year's plans. I would like
to borrow photographs whenever possible - especially if you convinced the
principal to sit on the roof of the school
all day! I will compile your descriptions
for a future issue if you will send them
to the address on the inside of the back
cover by July 1, 1994. Please include a
phone number which would allow me to
briefly interrupt your summer reading.
Enjoy your spring issue, booklovers.
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